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Abstract: Thee purpose of thhis paper is too compare thee gait
between a noormal individuaal and a simillar sized transtibial
amputee in ordder to establishh the major diffferences betweeen the
loaded momeents in the joiints during gaait. The study was
conducted ussing experimeental data takken from aveerage
individuals waalking on a Kiistler® force platform.
p
AnyBoody®
modelling soft
ftware was usedd to perform thhe inverse dynaamics
on a previously built model, and then the most
m
importantt data
was exported for a detailed comparison. Such
S
models caan be
used to establiish the differences in the interrnal energy required
for walking, annd as a base forr prosthetic devvices developmeent.
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Fig. 1. Marker conffiguration used in the experimeent

1. INTRODU
UCTION

2. METHODS
M

d
oveer the
In the casse of amputeess, the weight distribution
feet when staanding or walkking is significcantly altered, thus
balance and equilibrium
e
are being affectedd. Prosthetic deevices
can provide support
s
for the amputated legg, but asymmettry is
still present duuring gait (Baggley & Skinner,, 1991). Data on
o the
posture of patients and the comparison with
w
normal, heealthy
persons can bee very useful inn the improvemeent of the devicces or
their fitting, annd can speed upp rehabilitation..
The ever improving areea of software for
f body simullation
and analysis offers
o
the posssibility of condducting an in-ddepth
study on musccle activities annd internal forcces that are reqquired
for successfuul walking with
w
an amputtated limb. Better
B
assessment off the forces andd moments thatt occur on the joints
j
and the majoor differences between norm
mal individualss and
similar sized amputees
a
can also
a
prove to be
b a vital elemeent in
the design off future equipm
ment which allows
a
an imprroved
distribution of
o loads on the skeleton (Czzerniecki & Gitter,
G
1996). The development
d
o prosthetic devices
of
d
taking this
approach wouuld allow them to perform eveeryday tasks wiithout
the fear of device
d
failure together withh the advantagge of
increased com
mfort.
Even the simplest
s
solutioon with limitedd energy storagee and
return can greatly increase the comfort of
o disabled perrsons,
restoring the gait to a moore natural patttern. In transstibial
amputees thee ankle is thee most critical element in such
investigations,, since the muusculo-skeletal system is abble to
adapt to most defficiences annd still perform in a manner similar
to that expectted in a healhyy person. Howeever, the rest of
o the
joints must alw
ways be taken into consideration since overssizing
of the active elements in a device might lead
l
to extra forces
f
being transmittted to the kneee and in the long run to unwaanted
wear of the othherwise functioonal knee (Vickkers et al., 2008)).
Some proosthetic modelss include goodd shock absorpption,
with a cushionn heel, but theyy somewhat lim
mit the possibiliity of
efficient gait as the active element
e
is not powerful
p
enouggh to
ensure a high percentage of energy storagee and return (SACH
Foot). Other models
m
show higgh performancee, but they are costly
c
being made entirely
e
out off carbon fibress (Modular IIII). In
developing countries speciial attention must
m
be giveen to
alternative meethods and materials that can still have good
energy storagee and return (Niiagara Foot).

Two
T
subjects, a normal and aan amputee with
h a SACH foott
prosstethics device were selected ffor this trial, with
w a height off
170 cm and a masss of 75 kg. Bothh subjects weree asked to walkk
norm
mally with theirr own shoes at a self selected speed on a flatt
surfaace and pass one leg at a time over a Kistler® forcee
platfform that was placed
p
in the miiddle of the 8m
m walkway. Thee
kineematic data was collected usinng a system of 3 high speedd
cam
meras and thenn digitized in the DVIDEO2004 softwaree
pack
kage developedd by Laboratorry of Biomechanics FEF andd
Instiitute of Com
mputing UNIC
CAMP. A staandard markerr
conffiguration was used
u
to ensure that the motion
n was recordedd
in a precise mannerr (Vaughan et aal., 1999).
The synchronisation betweenn the force platte data and thee
ker data was obbtained employying a MATLAB
B® applicationn
mark
that was specificallly developed foor this purpose by the authors..
a
wass used to optimize the numberr
Furtthermore, this application
of points
p
required to obtain an ooptimal post prrocessed signall
from
m the ground reaction forces. O
Once the amplittude of the stepp
is seelected by thee user, the appplication establlishes the firstt
conttact point of thee foot; the syncchronisation is obtained basedd
on th
he camera output and the forcee plate frequenccy respectively..
n
a num
mber of 100 point vectors thatt
The result is normally
desccribe the trajecctory for one sstep along witth the requiredd
forcee plate data inn the same tiimeframe. The input is thenn
conv
verted into AnyyBody® formatt using the routtine, to emulatee
the pre-existing C3D data structture used by th
he gait routinee
analysis method allready availablle with the app
plication calledd
“Gaiit Uni Miami TD
T Right Leg”.
The applicatioon requires thee markers to sh
how a forwardd
motiion on the x axiis and that the vvertical positivee value be on z,,
whille y is positive in the left of tthe system. Adjjustments weree
donee accordingly. The model w
was developed
d to study thee
hum
man gait and is currently aavailable in th
he AnyBody®
®
repo
ository 1.0. It uses a highly accurate leg model
m
labelledd
“Tw
wente Lower Exxtermity Model” composed by
b 159 muscless
and 3 joints with 6 degrees of freeedom – ankle, knee, and hip;;
the model is baseed on cadaverric data and has
h been fullyy
valid
dated (Univerrsity of Twente, 2007). The markerr
conffiguration used in the standardd application was
w modified too
acco
ommodate the study
s
requiremeents (Figure 1).
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Fig. 2. Force plate
p
data for thhe two subjects.
Hip

t the
The centerr of ground reaaction applicatioon was added to
model in x, y position which
w
is also determined byy the
r
previouusly mentionedd. The AnyBoody®
MATLAB® routine
model enviroonment.any filee was modifieed and the grround
reaction forcess were introducced into the sysstem, along witth the
Mz moment frrom the force pllatform.
The standdard gait anallysis was provved to be strraight
forward, and no further chhanges were needed
n
in ordeer to
perform the inverse dynam
mics analysis. However, forr the
amputee analyysis the musclees on the loweer part of the model
m
were excluded from the eqquations and the
t
movement was
imposed on a much lighter lower limb in order
o
to simulatte the
presence of a transtibial
t
prostthetics device for
f the next partt.

3. RESULTS
S
ments
After runnning the inverse dynamics, thhe data on mom
was extractedd for the ankle, knee and hip
h joints from
m the
AnyBody® model.
m
The mom
ments for the normal
n
gait weere in
consistent withh the previous work
w
(Vaughann et al., 1999), which
w
allows the validation
v
of the
t
experimenttal set-up andd the
analysis. Of innterest for this particular studyy were the mom
ments
in the forwardd motion, the saagittal plane, My
M in the coorddinate
system used by the experriment. In Figg. 3 A, B, C the
comparison beetween the mooments in the joints on the virtual
humans is presented. The conntinuous line reepresents the gait of
s
and thee dashed line – the normal peerson,
the amputee subject,
as a referencee. In a similarr manner, in Fig.
F
3 D, E, F the
difference betw
ween the angular displacemennts of the same joints
j
can be observeed.
The figurees on angular displacements of the joints show
that a good recovery
r
of traanstibial amputees is possiblee, the
only differencce is in the annkle area, as it
i was expecteed. In
Figure 4a, the trends of the moment
m
for thee ankle joint fleexion,
the difference between an opptimal system (nnormal gait) annd the
prosthetics is clear,
c
the prosthhetics releases energy
e
in the middle
m
of the stance but
b does so in ann abrupt manneer, unlike the noormal
gait where thee moment increeases almost linnearly. The kneee and
the hip jointss show similarr patterns in both momentss and
angular displaacements, indiccating that the body adapts too the
prosthetic devvice and the am
mputee managees to walk in nearly
n
natural manneer. The differennces between thhe amplitudes of
o the
various momeents might also be influenced by the variatioons in
individual weiights of the subbjects but the major
m
differencees are
the result of thhe amputation.
The researrch is limited inn the sense that it only involves two
subjects and is
i solely based on a numericaal simulation of
o the
human gait. It needs to be im
mproved by furthher analysis of other
amputees of various
v
sizes annd with differennt prosthetic moodels.
Further reseaarch should innvolve a therm
mography studdy of
patients in ordder to determinee the accuracy of the simulatiion in
regards to the muscle recruitm
ment used.
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Fig. 3. A, B, C moment
m
in the saagittal plane. D, E, F Angularr
displacements in joints.

4. CONCLUSIO
C
ON
Even
E
though thhe results presennted here are prreliminary, theyy
show
w that the appplied methodology has a greeat potential too
analyze amputees’ gait and can bbe used to imp
prove protocolss
relatted to their rehaabilitation.
The
T ideal sprinng mechanism w
would be a deviice with slowerr
releaase that can coomplete the lift of the leg mucch smoother too
com
mply with the motion of thhe rest of the body. Futuree
com
mparative studiees will be connducted to prov
ve the generall
appllicability of thee proposed metthod. Addition
nally, there is a
posssibility of persoonalization of thhe prosthetic devices, taking inn
acco
ount the stiffnesss modification necessary for the
t spring.
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